A long time ago in a galaxy far, far away…. well, maybe it’s not that long ago
even if it does feel like it some days!
I was born and raised in Cardiff, making my “entrance” in the winter of 1964
and
was the first boy to be baptised at Christchurch, Cardiff .
It was Christchurch that was central to my life as I grew up and I was (over the
years) a choirboy, altar server and youth club helper, all of which meant I was

never too far from church and I grew up with the biblical (and in particular
gospel) stories as part and parcel of my formative years.
It was also at Christchurch that I met – and married – Elaine, moving to the
Vale of Glamorgan for 11 years before returning to Cardiff (and to regular
church) at St Isan’s Church in Llanishen where Cannon Neville Jones – a
former Vicar of Laleston (!) who had married us and baptised both our
children - was vicar.

“Church” now as an adult with responsibilities and a smattering of “life
experience” was a very different thing to that which I’d experienced growing
up but it was through modern culture (in particular films, popular music, books
and poetry) that God spoke most loudly to me, calling to me from within it and
making the connection between what I found in the world and the scriptural,
biblical narrative in which I’d been marinated as a child and young adult.
Fr Neville first broached the subject of ordination with me in 1987 but it was
not for another 13 years (and ironically after Fr Neville’s retirement led to an
inter-regnum) that I volunteered to step a million miles out of my comfort zone
by occasionally leading worship… and “bang” I noticed something gentle and
persistent that was accompanied by a deep-rooted love of people and the
human condition…and an awareness of something that enabled me to do
things that were not in my own gift set: and “boom” …. the long, slow and
winding path to ordination had begun.
I trained, and was ordained as a NSM in 2009 – a full 22 years after Fr Neville
first raised the prospect of priesthood with me (!) - and was appointed to the
Parish of Caerau with Ely. God then lined up the ducks which enabled my
becoming full time, (just like Canada’s “Mounties”, God always gets his man
(or woman!)), and in 2011 I took up my first full-time appointment in Wick
(Vale of Glamorgan) a part of the Llantwit Major Benefice.
After five years in Llantwit, initially as curate and then team vicar, I came to
the Benefice of Laleston & Merthyr Mawr with PenyFai in 2016 for my first
incumbency.
Along the way I have worked in a variety of fields for HM Customs & Excise
and the Welsh Government’s Health Dep’t, but I have always had “outside”
interests too, chief amongst them getting into the great outdoors: something
that is foundational to my understanding of God, faith and our onward albeit
never-ending pilgrimage through this world.
As a keen sports fan, football was my number one sport as a child but in
adulthood I spent a number of years helping with – and writing about – the
Cardiff Devils Ice Hockey team and beyond that was blessed to be allowed to
dabble with sports journalism and even write/co-write a couple of books. In
recent times most of my “extra-curricular” activity has been spent taking

photos, walking or running, and this year in particular it’s been the running
that has been the thing to do!
Modern culture still booms with God’s presence, and God will find me from the
midst of almost every film I watch, not to mention lots of popular music, art
and poetry.
This eclectic mix of influences has combined with my own personal
characteristics to mould me into something I am sure is not “stereotypical” or
“orthodox” in terms of being a priest, and although anything but brave by
nature, it has also led me to shape some of the things I have found most
fulfilling as a priest – and that I hope have encouraged others to experience
“encounter with God”. Notable amongst these have been retreats and our
quest this year to break bread in our community.

It’s fair to say that my life now, bears no resemblance to the life I knew just 10
years ago.
Full-time ministry has undoubtedly done this, but it’s been ably assisted by the
arrival of two quite literal “God-sends” (grandsons) and the discovery of a
nursing vocation by our daughter.
I mention this purely to invite you to reflect for yourself on how the last ten
years may have changed your life and as you do so to consider that perhaps
unknowingly we are all better at dealing with change than we give ourselves
credit for.
Come to think of it, perhaps each and every one of us has already come from
a long time ago, in a galaxy far far away!
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